
With excellent adhesion, coverage and durability, your piece is bound to last for many years to come.   A little prep 
goes a long way!  For optimum results it’s always best to spend a little time assessing and prepping your piece.

 

FUSION
MINERAL PAINT

TM

Paint it b�utiful.

Laminate
Glass
Metal

Plastic? 

Ensure your piece is free 
of dirt, oil and grease.

 Wax? Clean well (TSP can be used to break down 
oil/grease) and rinse well.

Remove with 
odourless solvent or 

mineral spirits.

Scratch the 
surface; wax will 

accumulate
under your 
finger nail.

Roll on a very 
thin coat of 

Ultra Grip with 
a microfibre 

roller.

Microfibre
 roller is 

recommended 
to avoid 
getting 

brushstokes, or  
bubbles from a 

foam roller. We encourage a 
light sanding just to 
ensure the wax is 

removed.

High Gloss 
Paint?

Lacquer?
Varnish? 

Scuff sand with 
220 grit and 
remove dust 

Bleed 
Through?

Knots 
to Seal? 

Apply 
BIN Shellac 

Primer

Old 
furniture
with dull
finish?

PREP
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You’re bound to paint it beautiful with our 
Fusion brushes & accessories. Want that old 
world, hand painted look? Use our natural 
bristle brush. Looking for a flawless finish? Use 
our synthetic brush or microfiber roller. Our 
synthetic/natural blend Staalmeester brushes 
offer a superior flawless finish.  An excellent 
investment for the avid painter.

Paint the impossible - metal, glass, laminate, 
plastic by first applying a thin coat of Ultra Grip.  
This is also a great product to use on ornate pieces 
that are impossible to scuff with sandpaper! 

APPLICATION

Tip

www.fusionmineralpaint.com

Apply with light pressure of your brush to 
glide across the surface with enough paint on your brush 
that you do not see paint lines left behind.  If you see lines, 
remove excess paint off your brush and apply with a 
lighter touch.

Recoat after 2 hours.  On surfaces with a glossy finish or 
where Ultra Grip was used, wait 12 hours between coats 
for best results. 

Distressing is EASY with Fusion™!
Rustic Look:  Use a 220 grit sandpaper to distress and 
wear away to your desired look. For an aged or washed out 
look, try dry brushing. Dab your brush into paint, remove 
excess leaving your brush feeling dry, then brush over top.

Natural Look:  Wet distress with a damp cloth 30 
minutes after application.

Tip Distressing couldn’t be easier with our Beeswax 
Block. Press block along edges and areas you wish 
to distress between layers of different colours. Paint 
applied on top of the beeswax will easily come off 
when wet or dry sanding.

Create a 
wash with 
any colour 

by just 
adding 
water!

Tip Fusion™ has a built in top coat that is 
very durable, stain resistant and water-
proof once cured (approximately 21 
days).

Fusion dries to a gorgeous soft, matte 
finish. For an increased sheen, add our 
Wax Finish available in Black, 
Espresso and Metallic Tints for
added effects.

All in One Stain & Finishing Oil  
This durable wood stain is excellent for 
table tops or flooring while adding a rich 
tint, available in 6 colours.

Smooth Embossing Paste - Pearl 
This gorgeous easy to use zero VOC 
medium is tinted an iridescent pearl. Can 
be pushed through stencils to create 
raised patterns and texture. Can be tinted 
with the tinting kit or Fusion™ paints.

Metallic Paints These rich hues offer a 
gorgeous iridescent shimmer, made with 
pure mica pigments.

FINISH

ACCENT
Give your piece a little something extra! Fusion™ offers a full 
range of accents to achieve a range of faux finish effects.

Decoupage & Image Transfer Medium
Transform your pieces with beautiful 
image transfers. Take any printed image 
and transfer it to your piece with this 
simple and easy to use one step medium.

Glaze Achieve faux finish effects with our 
clear and antiquing glazes.

Our Tough Coat™ Matte Wipe-On Poly is a 
non-yellowing finish that provides superior 
durability for super high traffic areas such as 
kitchen cabinets or table tops. 

Fusion Hemp Oil is a gorgeous finishing product, 
specifically for bare wood, new or old, to give it 
a hydrated look.

Tip Watch our video 
tutorials on our website!

Tip Build your confidence, learn the basics + great 
techniques in a Fusion Workshop from your 
local  Fusion Mineral Paint merchant!
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